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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon all and thank you so much for joining me today. My name is Darby Kurtz and I am an assistant professor and Archivist and Public Historian here at McGoogan Health Sciences Library. I am joined by my colleague Teri Hartman, who will be monitoring the waiting room and the chat features during the session. The slides shared in this presentation will also be shared as there will be several helpful links and tutorials throughout. There will be time for a Q&A at the end, so do please feel free to share any questions you have! Today’s session will be covering how best to store and display your family textile treasures in your home.



Objectives

• Causes of damage and deterioration
• Storage best practices
• Safe display methods

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The objectives for this session are:to learn about some of the most common causes of damage and deterioration to textiles and how we can combat them throughGood at-home storage options andSafe display methodsI will also be providing an example of how we prepare textiles for storage here in the library. 



What harms a textile?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First off, does anyone have any initial ideas about what can harm your textiles?LightPestsTemperature/humidityStorage methodsI do want to note that while the recommendations we discuss today will help with the longevity of your family textiles, unfortunately, there is no tried-and-true way to keep textiles 100% safe, especially when we want to use them or have them on display. Both natural and synthetic fabrics will naturally breakdown overtime and the information we provide today is really meant to help them last a little longer than they normally would without any active mitigation. With that, let’s consider our culprits:



- Visible and 
Ultraviolet
- Sunlight
- Florescent bulbs
- Incandescent bulbs

- Recommended:
- Avoid direct sunlight
- LED lightbulbs
- Low lighting in display 

space
- Dark storage space
- UV filtering materials
- Rotate display

Culprit #1: Light

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Light is one of the biggest culprits we battle when dealing with display as well as storage of textiles. Both natural and ultraviolet light are responsible for the symptoms of fading, discoloration, and structural damage that we often see in textiles and unfortunately, this type of damage is irreversible. Ultraviolet light from sunlight, florescent bulbs, and incandescent bulbs is the most dangerous, causing the greatest amount of damage in the shortest period of time. If you have ever left a blanket in a windowsill, you know first-hand how quickly it will be bleached by the sun. For these reasons, we recommend keeping textiles out of direct sunlight and changing lightbulbs in your spaces to LEDs. LEDs have been found to be relatively safe because they emit less UV light, and they don’t get hot which is another culprit we will discuss in a minute. I do also want to note that while LEDs are great, you will want to keep light relatively low in any display space, when possible, as even the most minimal of light will cause damage over time. This is also why we recommend keeping storage spaces dark when not in use so that your fabrics can rest without any light exposure. You can also combat light in your spaces by adding UV filters to windows and light fixtures that can’t be changed. Similarly, if you are interested in displaying smaller textiles in a frame or shadow box, most framing companies offer UV and museum quality glass which provides additional filtering. You can find rolls UV blocking film at your local hardware store and online. Lastly, when it comes to textiles and light, the best option is to rotate what is on display. Museum best practices recommend rotating textiles so that a garment or quilt is on display for six to nine months before it returns to storage to rest for about a year. While this intense schedule may not be feasible at home, any schedule that includes a rest period in storage will help lengthen the life and color of your textile by returning them to the dark where they will avoid further light damage compared to being out all the time. 



- Work hand-in-hand
- Low levels: 

embrittlement
- High levels: mold, 

embrittlement, 
discoloration

- Drastic fluctuations 
cause the most 
damage

- Recommended:
- Temp: 65-72 degrees
- Humidity: 45%-55%

Culprit #2: Temperature and Humidity

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Culprit number two is temperature and relatively humidity. These two factors work hand-in-hand to either help or damage your textiles. While a cooler temperature is ok, paired with low humidity, fabrics will become very dry and brittle. In these conditions you will see textiles disintegrate in a way that conservationists refer to as “shattering,” with natural, delicate fibers like silk suffering the most from this issue. The other side of the coin is when temperature and relative humidity are too high. If the humidity is high, this is a recipe for mold and mildew which will eat away at fabrics. If the temperature is too high and the humidity is low, you will see embrittlement paired with discoloration similar to what we see with sun damage. Synthetic fibers are especially susceptible to high temperatures and will permanently deform when exposed to prolonged periods of heat.While both options are not great, the most damage is caused through drastic fluctuations between the two. Huge swings in temperature and humidity cause fibers to expand and contract much like wood which will damage the strength and resiliency of the fabric. For this reason, it is best to keep your textiles in a space where you can keep the temperature and humidity consistent, even if it is on the high or low end of our recommended levels.If you do have additional control of your space, it is best to keep the temperature between 65 and 72 degrees and roughly 45-55% humidity. Basically, keep your textiles in a space that you are also comfortable in. Main floor areas more central in the home are often the best as basements, attics, and outer walls typically experience wider fluctuation. I will note as an example though, that I currently store my wedding dress in an archival box in the storage closet of my finished basement as it is a dry space with no windows near the center of the house, so the temperature is still relatively stable. So, much like mitigating light in your space, it is best to find what works best in your home for stable storage and display areas when it comes to temperature and humidity. 



- The Big 5:
- Clothes Moths
- Carpet Beetles
- Sliverfish
- Firebrats
- Mice

- Recommended:
- Sticky traps
- Regular cleaning
- Bag and isolate

suspected textiles

Culprit #3: Pests

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our next culprit is pests. The big 5 that we see most frequently with textile damage are clothes moths, carpet beetles, silverfish, firebrats, and mice. Moths and carpet beetles feed on protein materials which is why we often see them in connection to wool fabrics and garments with feathers. Telltale signs of an infestation are small chewed holes, remnants of moth cocoon silk, bug carcasses, and worm-like insects. Meanwhile, silverfish and firebrats feed off of starchy materials like glue and fabric sizing or starch additives used in drycleaning. This is also why these bugs will go for your book bindings and paper, they are the ultimate museum and archives enemy. Signs of an infestation include seeing them in your home, holes in fabrics, yellow staining, and shed skins.Mice don’t feed on fabrics, but they do destroy them to make their nests. Like the insects, you can detect a mice infestation if you see them, find their droppings, and discover shredded materials like paper and fabric. If you are not seeing any current or active infestation issues, it is still recommended to monitor your spaces to avoid any issues. Sticky traps in storage and display areas are a great way to monitor as well as regular cleaning of the area so you are aware of any changes. If you do have a suspected infestation, the first step is to bag and isolate the textiles you are concerned about. To do so, place the textile in a plastic bag, remove as much of the air as you can from the bag by compressing the textile, then tie it shut to seal off oxygen. Keeping the textile wrapped in this manner for about a month should kill off any bugs. If you are still seeing active damage, consider contacting a conservator as we have additional methods to kill pests with cold storage techniques. Pesticides should be avoided when possible as they will also damage textiles. If at-home remedies aren’t mitigating the larger infestation, consider talking with local pest control about non-pesticide options when available and if pesticide is necessary, isolate and remove the textiles from the space beforehand.Textile isolation with plastic bags is also recommended when bringing a new piece into your home to prevent infestation from an outside source.Now that we got all the less exciting stuff out of the way, let’s get to the fun stuff! Display!



Display Option 1: Padded Rod

- Good for:
- Kimonos
- Ponchos
- Tunics
- Sleeveless garments
- Quilts & Rugs

- Materials Needed:
- Acrylic or wooden dowel
- Polyurethane
- Pad with polyester quilt

batting
- Unbleached, washed 

muslin
- Sewing kit

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One option for display at home is use of a hanging rod. This option works best for kimonos, ponchos, and straight sleeve or sleeveless garments. It also works for sturdy quilts or rugs if you hang them folded across the rod at the center, although you may see some minor damage in quilts over time if the fabric doesn’t easily lay flat on the rod.To safely display, you will need an acrylic rod or wooden dowel, polyester quilt batting, and unbleached, washed muslin fabric. If using a wooden dowel, it is highly recommended to coat the wood in polyurethane to seal it as wood will off-gas and damage textiles over time. Once dry, place batting in the area of the shoulders or where seams will fall for extra cushion, then cover in muslin to further protect the garment from the rod. You can also sew the muslin as a sleeve around the rod to help keep the batting in place. You then secure the rod to the wall the same way that you would hang a curtain rod. The few inches off the wall provided by the curtain rod hanger will help prevent the textile from coming in contact with paint which, even when dry, can harm textiles. If you are concerned about contact, you can adhere mylar to the wall behind the textile. Mylar is a clear, inert plastic sheeting which you can find in rolls at your local hardware store.



Display Option 2: Velcro Method

- Good for:
- Quilts
- Blankets
- Rugs

- Materials Needed:
- Sewing machine
- Velcro
- Unbleached, 

washed muslin
- Wooden wall strips
- Polyurethane

Credit: George Washington University Museum

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our next display options is known as the Velcro Method. This method is great for sturdy quilts, blankets, and rugs. This method requires a bit more sewing experience but is still relatively simple to install. The hook strip of Velcro should be machine sewn onto a strip of muslin long enough to go along the top of your quilt. The muslin should then be hand stitched onto the back of the quilt. The loop side of Velcro is attached to a wooden strip of similar length to the quilt with rust-free staples. Like the wooden dowel, you will want to coat the wooden strip with polyurethane before attaching the Velcro. You can then anchor the wooden strip to the wall you want to display on and secure the quilt to the Velcro on the wall as seen in the image here.If you want to get extra fancy, you can create strips for each side of your quilt so that the weight of display is being equally distributed on all sides. This is a preferred method do clips or pinch mounts as those mechanisms do not evenly distribute weight and will eventually cause damage to the textile as it hangs from these points.



Display Option 3: Shadow Box

- Best for:
- Smaller, lighter, more 

delicate textiles
- Nothing larger than 4ft x 8

ft
- Materials Needed:

- Archival foam core
backing

- Unbleached, washed
muslin or cotton/polyester 
blend fabrics

- Sewing kit
- Archival matboard window
- UV coated plex and frame

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our third and final option is the shadow box method. This method works best for smaller, more delicate textiles and is recommended for anything that is smaller than 4 feet by 8 feet as that is the largest single piece of plex or glass that you can get for a frame.To complete this method, you will start with an archival foam core or matboard backing that you will cover with a washed muslin or 100% cotton/polyester fabric. You should avoid linens as they will absorb moisture in the frame and could damage the textile. You can sew this backing own or adhere it with archivally safe adhesives like thermogrip hot glue or a ph neutral glue which you can get at any craft store. Using cotton thread that matches the color of your textile, you will sew across various pressure points of the textile. For example, here, I would sew under the shoulders across each side, under the side seams, and then across the bottom where the lace meets the solid fabric. You are never sewing directly through the textile fabric, just on the outsides. You can then work with your local framing shop to find the right size frame, and archival matboard to provide enough space between the textile and the glazing to avoid additional pressure on the garment. As far as type of glazing, we recommend UV coated plexiglass as it is lighter and more durable than glass which will make hanging easier.I do want to note that all the display methods I have just mentioned can also be done with the support of conservators. We are always here to help you! I will be sharing contact information at the end for conservators in the area that are always happy to help.While display is great, it is also important to have some good options for storage for when the textile needs to rest.



Storage Option 1: Padded Hanger

- Great for:
- Sturdy garments

- Materials Needed:
- Strong hangers
- Polyester quilt 

batting or fleece
- Unbleached, 

washed muslin
- Sewing kit

- Pattern

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Storage option one is padded hangers. These are best for sturdy garments that have strong shoulder seams. You can make these yourself or purchase them from archival companies online.I have linked a pattern from the National Park Service for reference if you are interested in making your own hangers. You will also want to create muslin garment bags to cover the textile once it is on the hanger. If you have a full rack of garments you want to protect, you can create a tented muslin cover instead of individual bags. This is the method we used at my previous institution.

https://www.nps.gov/museum/publications/conserveogram/4-5-Padded-Hangers-2020.pdf


Storage Option 2: Rolled Storage

- Great for:
- Quilts
- Rugs
- Blankets
- Flags
- Other flat, rectangular textiles

- Materials Needed:
- PVC pipe
- Unbuffered acid-free tissue
- Twill tape
- Storage rack or archival box

- Tutorial

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The second option is rolled storage. This is ideal for flat textiles like rugs, blankets, quilts, and flags. Rolling is the preferred method for storage as it avoids folds which put unnecessary stress and pressure on a textile. To roll textiles, you will need PVC tube about 8 inches longer than your textile that you will cover in acid-free tissue or muslin. You will then roll the textile up on the tube, leaving 4 inches on either side open along the piping, and then cover the whole tube in another layer of tissue for protection. To secure the tissue, tie off with twill tape on either end close to the edge of the textile. I have linked a tutorial from the Minnesota Historical Society for reference. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qiJz7-mzzxM


- Best for:
- Garments that

cannot hang
- Flat textiles

- Materials Needed:
- Acid-free archival 

box
- Unbuffered acid-free

tissue
- Scissors (optional)

Safe Storage Option 3: Flat Storage

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our final option is flat storage. This type of storage is best for garments that are not sturdy enough to hang as well as a secondary option for flat textiles when you don’t have the space for rolled storage.You will need an acid-free archival box and acid-free tissue. I am sad to say that historical garment boxes like great-grandma’s cedar chest should not be used for flat storage. As noted previously, wood off-gasses and causes damage and discoloration and cedar is unfortunately one of the most damaging. Its great smell is actually a sign of the off-gassing. The following slides highlight the process we use to store our textiles at the library.



Step 1: Cover Metal Accessories



Step 2: Tissue Padding Folds



Step 3: Cover Overlays



Step 4: Pad Folds in Box



Step 5: Additional Tissue Padding

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In most cases you could stop at step 4 and cover with a final layer of tissue before closing the box up, but here at the library we like to try and maximize our storage when possible, so we opted to store 2 garments of similar material and weight in this box. To do so, I added additional tissue padding around the textile to create a flat surface that we would lay our next garment on.With this method, you do want to avoid stacking when possible and you also want to minimize the number of folds you need to fit the garment in the box. However, we are often working with space constraints, so find the box that works best not only for your textile, but also your storage space. If folding a quilt or blanket into a box, it is important to pad the folds with tissue and when possible, refold in a different pattern ever 6 to 12 months to mitigate long-term creasing.



- National Park Service Conserve O Gram 
series

- George Washington University Museum 
resources for textile care & display

- The Henry Ford Museum fact sheet on
antique textiles & costumes

- Canadian Conservation Institute Care of 
Objects and Collections 

Resources

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here are the resources I pulled from today and utilize regularly when working with our collection in the library.

https://www.nps.gov/museum/publications/conserveogram/cons_toc.html
https://museum.gwu.edu/textile-care-display
https://www.thehenryford.org/documents/default-source/caring-for-your-artifacts/historic-textiles-branded.pdf?sfvrsn=2d3a3601_2
https://www.canada.ca/en/conservation-institute/services/care-objects/textiles-costumes.html


- Ford Conservation Center
- 402-595-1180
- Email: hn.fordcenter@nebraska.gov

- International Quilt Museum
- Find a conservator in your area via the 

American Conservation Institute

Conservation Support

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I have also included links to a few of our local conservation resources including the Ford Conservation Center here in Omaha and the International Quilt Museum which is connected to the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. If you would like to personally contract a conservator, you can use the linked resource from the American Conservation Institute to find conservation specialists in the region.

https://history.nebraska.gov/conservation-center/
https://www.internationalquiltmuseum.org/about/leadership-advisors#:%7E:text=Sarah%20Walcott%20is%20the%20International%20Quilt%20Museum's%20collections%20manager.
https://www.culturalheritage.org/about-conservation/find-a-conservator


Questions
Darby Kurtz, MA
Archivist and Public Historian
Robert S. Wigton Department of Special Collections 
and Archives, McGoogan Health Sciences Library

Email: dkurtz@unmc.edu
Phone: 402-559-7888

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I would now like to open the floor to questions!
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